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General
description

The matter «Foundations of the activities of fight» gives in the second quarter of the first course of the Degree
in Sciences of the Physical Activity and of the Sport.

In this matter gives an overview of the sports and activities of fight. From a theoretical perspective tackle the
different current conceptions more significant referents to the field of the sports of fight from a general point of
view, and from a practical perspective realises a route through the sports of fight with hold, doing special
upsetting in the judo.

Likewise, this matter is fundamental inside the plan of studies of the degree given in the University of Vigo,
since it is the only, inside this, where the student has the opportunity to obtain the necessary knowledges on
the field of the sports of fight, indispensable in the training of a Graduated in Sciences of the Physical Activity
and of the Sport.

Competencies
Code 
B7 Knowledge and comprehension of the foundations, structures and functions of the skills and bosses of the motricity

humanizes.
B10 Knowledge and comprehension of the foundations of the sport.
B12 Application of the technologies of the information and communication (TIC) to the area of the Sciences of the Physical

Activity and of the Sport.
B13 Habits of excellence and quality in the professional exercise.
B14 Managing of the scientific basic information applied to the physical activity and to the sport in his different

manifestations.
B15 Aptitude to design, to develop and evaluate the processes of education - learning relative to the physical activity and of

the sport, with attention to the individual and contextual characteristics of the persons.
B16 Aptitude to promote and evaluate the formation of lasting and autonomous habits of practice of the physical activity

and of the sport.
B18 Aptitude to apply the physiological beginning, biomechanics, behavioral and social, to the different fields of the physical

activity and the sport.
B20 Aptitude to identify the risks that stem for the health of the practice of physical inadequate activities.
B23 Aptitude to select and to be able to use the material and sports equipment adapted for every type of activity.
B24 Action inside the ethical beginning necessary for the correct professional exercise.
B25 Skill of leadership, capacity of interpersonal relation and teamwork.
B26 Adjustment to new situations, the resolution of problems and the autonomous learning.

Learning outcomes

http://https://faluvigo.blogspot.com/
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Expected results from this subject Training and Learning
Results

Knowledge and understanding of the foundations, structures and functions of the skills motrices
basic of the activities of fight.

B7

Knowledge and understanding of the foundations of the judo and the activities of fight. B10
Application of the technologies of the information and communication (TIC) to the field of the
activities of fight.

B12

Adaptation to new situations, resolution of problems and autonomous learning. B26
Skill of leadership, capacity of interpersonal relation and work in team. B25
Habits of excellence and quality in the professional exercise. B13
Performance inside the necessary ethical principles for the correct professional exercise. B24
Capacity to design, develop and evaluate the processes of education-relative learning to the
activities of fight, with attention to the individual and contextual characteristics of the people.

B15

Capacity to promote and evaluate the training of habits perdurables and autonomous of practice of
the activities of fight.

B16

Capacity to apply the physiological principles, biomecánicos, comportamentales and social, to the
field of the judo and of the activities of fight.

B18

Capacity to identify the risks that derive for the health of the practice of activities of fight of
unsuitable form.

B20

Capacity to select and know use the material and sportive equipment adapted for the activities of
fight.

B23

Utilisation of the basic scientific information applied to the field of the judo and of the activities of
fight.

B14

Contents
Topic  
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION DOS CONTENTS OF The MEMORY OF
VERIFICATION OF The DEGREE:

1. Theoretical Fundamentation of the fighting activities.

2. Technical bases-tactical and didactic of the judo and the
fighting activities.

3. Formal and functional structure of the judo and the
fighting activities.

4. The process of sportive initiation to the judo.

DEVELOPMENT DOS CONTENTS:
They are seven thematic blocks (A, B ... G). In each of the following thematic blocks, at
the end of the even and between parenthesis, will point out by means of it corresponding
number -1,2,3,4- which or which of the contained of the memory of verification does
special reference.

A) Historical Evolution of the fighting sports (1).
Description: in this thematic area realizes a route through the different historical stages
that suffered the fight, from the primitive period, spending by the archaic civilisations,
the classical world, the half age, etc., until arriving to the actuality.
Contents:
- Brief approximation to the fight in other civilisations.
- The fight in the archaic civilisations.
- The fight in the classical world I: the fight in Grecia.
- The fight in the classical world II: the fight in Rome.
- The fight in the Half Age and in the Modern Age.

B) The process of sportive institutionalization
of the fighting activities and of the Japanese martial arts (1-2-3-4).
Description: it explains which was the process of deportivization that experienced the
fights until arriving to the his full institucionalization, realizing special upsetting in
fighting disciplines how the judo. The evolution suffered pole judo from his origin tie the
actuality. They board the starts of the judo how a form of personal defence -ju jutsu-,
effecting a practical application of the techniques more relevants of the judo to the most
daily situations of personal defence. How colophon of this process of deportivization
presents the regulation referee the judo. If conceptualizan and they characterize the
Japanese martial arts, analyze the change suffered tie his deportivization, is to say, the
transformation of the Bujutsu in Budo.
Contents:
- The fight in the Contemporary Period.
- The judo. His evolution.
- Initiation to the Ju Jutsu.
- Regulation referee of judo.
- The martial arts: concept and characterization. The Japanese martial arts how spiritual
education: his change in occident -the deportivization-.

C) Characterization and concept of the fighting sports (1-3).
Description: this thematic block is destined to effect a limit conceptual of the fight,
clearing have to, a priori, could identical opinion stop, later, establish which are the
common characteristics of the different fighting sports.
Contents:
- Conceptual limit of the fight: terminology clarifications.
- Characteristic common of the fighting sports.

D) Ranking of the fighting sports and of the technical (1-2-3-4).
Description: in this thematic area board the diversity of rankings of the fighting sports in
function of the distinct doctrinal currents more relevants. It effects a review of the
technical rankings more important stop, finally, realize a comparison go in the techniques
used in distinct fighting sports with grab, from them to me to project to the opponent
against the floor tie the forms of control to the opponent.
Contents:
- Ranking of the fighting sports.
- The rankings of the technique in judo. Comparative technique between different
fighting sports with grab.

E) Fighting Sports. Generalities (1-2-4).
Description: in this thematic block board the aspects more relevants envelope the
ceremonial characteristic of the fighting sports. Besides, we will realize a approach to the
driving fight skills.
Contents:
- Fghting Sports. His ceremonial.
- The driving fight skills.

F) Basis (Kihon) (1-2-3-4).
Description: in this thematic area will board basis of the fighting sports so relevants how
the greeting, the stance, grab it, the falls and the phases of the technical.
Contents:
- The greeting (Rei).
- The stance (Shisei).
- The falls (Ukemi).
- The grip (Kumikata) and the phases of the technical.

G) The fighting activities in the formal and no formal education (1-2)
Description: in this thematic area will tackle the fighting activities in the curriculum and
the programming of the same.
Contents:
- The fighting activities in the curriculum
- The programming of the activities of the fighting activities in formal and no formal
contexts
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Planning
 Class hours Hours outside the

classroom
Total hours

Lecturing 11.5 4.75 16.25
Autonomous problem solving 7 21 28
Collaborative Learning 4 8 12
Laboratory practical 30 45 75
Seminars 0 15 15
Objective questions exam 1 1.5 2.5
Laboratory practice 0.5 0.75 1.25
*The information in the planning table is for guidance only and does not take into account the heterogeneity of the students.

Methodologies
 Description
Lecturing Exhibition by part of the professor of the contents on the matter object of study.
Autonomous problem
solving

Activity in which they formulate exercises related with the subject. The students has to develop the
exercises of autonomous form.

Collaborative Learning It comprises a group of procedures of education that split of the organisation of the class in small
mixed and heterogeneous groups where the students works of form coordinated between yes to
develop academic tasks and deepen in his own learning.

Laboratory practical Activities of application of the knowledges to concrete situations and of acquisition of basic skills
and procedurals related with the matter object of study. They develop in special spaces with skilled
equipment (tatami).

Seminars Queries that the students is supported by the techears of the matter in the tatami for
advice/develop of activities of the matter and of the process of learning.

Personalized assistance
Methodologies Description
Lecturing The personalised attention of the students will make so much during the development of the

sessions of classroom as later in the physical or virtual dispatch (Room 1252 - Prof. Alfonso
Gutierrez Santiago / Room 2067 - Prof. Iván Prieto Lage) and of emails.

Laboratory practical The personalised attention of the students will make so much during the development of the
sessions of laboratory in the tatami as later in the physical or virtual dispatch (Room 1252 - Prof.
Alfonso Gutierrez Santiago / Room 2067 - Prof. Iván Prieto Lage) and of emails.

Seminars The personalized attention of the students in group tutorials is especially practical and is carried
out at the request of the students (individually, in pairs, or in small groups).

Autonomous problem
solving

The personalised attention of the students will make so much during the development of the
sessions of classroom as later in the physical or virtual dispatch (Room 1252 - Prof. Alfonso
Gutierrez Santiago / Room 2067 - Prof. Iván Prieto Lage) and of emails.

Collaborative Learning The personalised attention of the students will make so much during the development of the
sessions of classroom as later in the physical or virtual dispatch (Room 1252 - Prof. Alfonso
Gutierrez Santiago / Room 2067 - Prof. Iván Prieto Lage) and of emails.

Assessment
 Description Qualification Training

and
Learning
Results

Lecturing Assistance to 80% of the classes of classroom.
The one who do not fulfil this criterion will have to make the final
examination.

AVALIACIÓN CONTINUA.
DOCENCIA TEÓRICA

B7
B10
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B18
B20
B23
B24
B25
B26
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Autonomous
problem solving

Realisation of 80% of the exercises. The one who have not assisted
to the theoretical class will not have option of continuous evaluation
in said exercises.
The one who do not fulfil this criterion will have to make the final
examination.
The students will make in time and forms the exercises assigned
weekly. It will describe him in base to the results obtained in each
one of the exercises (the criteria of qualification appear reflected in
each one of the exposed activities in FAITIC).

AVALIACIÓN CONTINUA.
DOCENCIA TEÓRICA

B7
B10
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B18
B20
B23
B24
B25
B26

Collaborative
Learning

Realisation of 80% of the exercises. The one who have not assisted
to the theoretical class will not have option of continuous evaluation
in said exercises.
The one who do not fulfil this criterion will have to make the final
examination.
The students will make in time and forms the exercises assigned
weekly. It will describe him in base to the results obtained in each
one of the exercises (the criteria of qualification appear reflected in
each one of the exposed activities in FAITIC).

AVALIACIÓN CONTINUA.
DOCENCIA TEÓRICA

B7
B10
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B18
B20
B23
B24
B25
B26

Laboratory practicalAssistance and realisation of 80% of the practices.
The one who do not fulfil this criterion will have to make the final
examination.

AVALIACIÓN CONTINUA.
DOCENCIA PRÁCTICA

B7
B10
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B18
B20
B23
B24
B25
B26

Seminars Assistance to the practical seminars in the tatami (hours out of the
classroom). For the students of CONTINUOUS EVALUATION

AVALIACIÓN CONTINUA.
DOCENCIA PRÁCTICA

B7
B10
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B18
B20
B23
B24
B25
B26

Objective questions
exam

Examination type test or true/false.

For the students that does not fulfil the criteria of the continuous
evaluation and that, therefore, has to do the FINAL EXAMINATION.

42 B7
B10
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B18
B20
B23
B24
B25
B26
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Laboratory practice Oral and practical examination in the tatami.

For the students that does not fulfil the criteria of the continuous
evaluation and that, therefore, has to do the FINAL EXAMINATION.

58 B7
B10
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B18
B20
B23
B24
B25
B26

Other comments on the Evaluation

CONTINUOUS EVALUATION student body (criteria to meet continuous evaluation):

Theoretical teaching. Continuous assessment by attending the theory classes and successfully completing all the
assigned exercises. Students who successfully complete (in time and form) 80% of the exercises and have attended
80% of the classes will not have to take the final exam. You will be graded based on the results obtained in each of
the exercises (the qualification criteria are reflected in each of the exercises exposed in FAITIC). The overall rating of
this section will be from zero to ten. This section will represent a 42% final grade.

Practical teaching. Continuous assessment through ATTENDANCE and REALIZATION of practical classes. In
addition, all the assigned exercises must be carried out satisfactorily (in time and form). Students who successfully
complete 80% of the exercises and have attended and completed 80% of the classes will not have to take the final
exam. You will be graded based on the results obtained in each of the exercises (the grading criteria are reflected in
each of the activities exposed in FAITIC) and based on the classes taken. The overall rating of this section will be from
zero to ten. This section will suppose a 58% of final qualification.

The final grade will be obtained by making a weighted average of the two parts passed. In the event that only
one of the parts is passed, you will have to take the final exam of the part not passed. The positive rating will
remain only until the next June-July call.

FINAL EXAM students (for students who do not meet the criteria of continuous assessment):

Theoretical teaching. The evaluation will be carried out by means of a final written test corresponding to the
subjects taught during the course: test type test or true / false. Students will have to obtain a five out of ten on the
exam. This rating will represent 42% of the overall rating.

Practical teaching. The evaluation will be carried out by means of a final practical test (theoretical-practical exam
oral and on the mat with a partner) corresponding to the subjects taught during the course. Students will have to
obtain a five out of ten on the exam. This rating will represent 58% of the overall rating.

The final grade will be obtained by making a weighted average of the two exams passed. In the event that
only one of the two exams is passed, the positive grade (of the passed exam) will be kept only until the next
call in June-July.

Publication of the qualifications: The qualifications of each call will be published in FAITIC, where the exam review dates
will be indicated.

The official dates of the exams can be consulted on the website of the faculty in the section "Teaching. Exams. Course
2020-2021".

The same evaluation criteria will be applied for the REST OF CALLS. If the subject is not passed, the skills not acquired will be
assessed in the July call.

http://fcced.uvigo.es/gl/docencia/exames/
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Taira, Shu, La esencia del judo (Tomo I), 2º edición, Satori, 2014
Taira, Shu, La esencia del judo (Tomo I), 1º Edición, Satori, 2009
Taira, Shu, Judo (I), 1º Edición, COE, 1992
Villamón, Miguel (dir.), Introducción al judo, 1º Edición, Hispano-Europea, 1999
Kano, Jigor, Judo Kodokan, 1º Edición, Eyras, 1989
Kodokan Judo, Nage Waza -various techniques and their names-, 1º Edición, Kodokan, 200-?
Kodokan Judo, Katame Waza -various techniques and their names-, 1º Edición, Kodokan, 200-?
Complementary Bibliography
Adams, N., Los agarres, 1º Edición, Paidotribo, 1992
Amador, F.; Castro, U. y Álamo, J.M., Luchas, deportes de combate y juegos tradicionales, 1º Edición, Gymnos, 1997
Burger, R., Judo, 1º Edición, ADELEF, 1989
Camerino, O.; Prieto, I.; Lapresa, D.; Gutiérrez-Santiago, A. y Hileno, R., Detección de T-patterns en la observación de
deportes de combate, 2014
Castarlenas, J.Ll. y Peré Molina, J., El judo en la educación física escolar. Unidades didácticas, 1º Edición, Hispano
Europea, 2002
Draeger, D.F., Modern Bujutsu & Budo. The martial arts and ways of Japan. Volume 3, 1º Edición, Weatherhill, 1996
Durantez, C., Las Olimpiadas Griegas, 1º Edición, Delegación Nacional de Educación Física y Deportes, 1977
Federación Española de Lucha-Comité Nacional de Sambo, écnicas de Sambo. Programa oficial hasta cinturón negro,
1º Edición, Esteban Sanz, 1997
Franco Sarabia, F., Cinturón negro de judo: programa oficial, 1º Edición, Esteban Sanz Martínez, 1985
Frederic, L., Diccionario ilustrado de las artes marciales, 1º Edición, Eyras, 1989
García Romero, F., Los Juegos Olímpicos y el deporte en Grecia, 1º Edición, Ausa, 1992
Gutiérrez Santiago, A., La iniciación deportiva para personas con ceguera y deficiencia visual, 1º Edición, Aljibe,
2011
Gutiérrez Santiago, A. y Maceira Gago, A., Deportes de loita, 1º Edición, Igapepsa, 2003
Gutiérrez Santiago, A. y Prieto Lage, I., Errores en el modelo técnico deportivo en la iniciación al Judo: Morote Seoi
Nague, 2006
Gutiérrez Santiago, A. y Prieto Lage, I., Ippon Seoi Nague vs. Morote Seoi Nague. Los 10 puntos básicos para su
utilización en el proceso de enseñanza-aprendizaje desde la perspectiva del error, 2007
Gutiérrez Santiago, A. y Prieto Lage, I., Las claves en el proceso de enseñanza-aprendizaje de la técnica de judo
desde la perspectiva del error: O Soto Gari vs. O Soto Guruma, 2007
Gutiérrez, Alfonso y Prieto, Iván, Teoría y praxis del juego en las actividades de lucha, 1º Edición, Wanceulen, 2008
Gutiérrez-Santiago, A., Prieto, I., Camerino, O. y Anguera, M.T., Sequences of errors in the judo throw Morote Seoi
Nage and their relationship to the learning process, 2013
Gutiérrez, A., Prieto, I., Cancela, J.M., Most frequent errors in judo Uki Goshi technique and the existing relations
among them analysed through T-Patterns, 2009
Gutiérrez-Santiago, A., Prieto, I., Cancela, J.M, Ayán, C., Análisis del error en la técnica de judo Koshi guruma
mediante T-Patterns, 2014
Huelí, J.M., Judo: la actividad física y deportiva extraescolar en los centros educativos, 1º Edición, Consejo Superior
de Deportes, 2000
Inman, R., Judo. Las técnicas de los campeones de combate, 1º Edición, Madrid, 1989
Inogai, T. y Habersetzer, R., Judo pratique. Du dèbutant à la ceinture noire, 1º Edición, Amphora, 2002
Inokuma, I. y Sato, N., Best Judo, 1º Edición, Kodansha Internacional, 1980
Jazarin, J.L., El espíritu del judo. Las enseñanzas de un maestro de artes marciales, 1º Edición, Eyras, 1996
Kawaishi, M., Mi método de judo, 1º Edición, Bruguera, 1964
Kimura, M., El Judo. Conocimiento práctico y normas, 1º Edición, Aedos, 1976
Kolychkine, A., Judo. Nueva didáctica, 1º Edición, Paidotribo, 1989
Kudo, K., Judo en acción. Técnicas de proyección, 1º Edición, Fher, 1979
Kudo, K., Judo en acción. Técnicas de combate cuerpo a cuerpo en el suelo, 1º Edición, Fher, 1979
Mañas, A., Gladiadores. El gran espectáculo de Roma, 1º Edición, Ariel, 2013
Nobuyoshi, T., Aikido. Etiqueta y transmisión. Manual para uso de los profesores, 1º Edición, Paidotribo, 2002
Nossov, K., Gladiadores. El espectáculo más sanguinario de Roma, 1º Edición, LIBSA, 2011
Pous Borras, S., La justa, un aspecto deportivo medieval, 1993
Prieto, I., Gutiérrez, A., Camerino, O. y Anguera, M.T., Knowledge of error in relation to the teaching and learning
osoto-gari judo throw, 2013
Prieto, I.; Gutiérrez-Santiago, A. & Prieto, M.A., Knowledge of Errors in the Teaching-Learning Process of Judo-
Techniques: Osoto-Guruma as a Case Study, 2014
Prieto Lage, I., Guttiérrez-Santiago, A., y Prieto Lage, M.Á, The teaching-learning process of judo techniques improved
using knowledge of errors. Tai-otoshi as a case study, 2014
Prieto Lage, I., Gutiérrez-Santiago, A., y Prieto Lage, M.Á, Determination of feedback in judo by means of T-patterns,
2014
Ratti, O. y Westbrook, A., Los secretos del samurai. Las artes marciales en el Japón feudal, 1º Edición, Paidotribo,
2000
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Rodríguez Dabauza, P., iu jitsu de hoy, vol. 1 y 2: Técnica de defensa personal del samurai de ayer, 1º Edición, Alas,
2000
Rodríguez Dabauza, P., Judo aplicado a la defensa personal, 1º edición, Esteban Sanz, 2000
Santos Nalda, J., Artes marciales. El Aikido, 1º Edición, Paidotribo, 1990
Segura Mungía, S., Los Juegos Olímpicos, 1º Edición, Anaya, 1992
Stevens, J., hree Budo Masters. Jigoro Kano, Gichin Funakoshi y Morihei Ueshiba, 1º Edición, Kodansha International,
1995
Taira, Shu, La esencia del judo (Tomo II), 2º edición, Satori, 2014
Uzawa, T., Pedagogía del judo, 1º Edición, Miñón, 1982
Watson, N., Father of judo: a biography of Jigoro Kano, 1º Edición, Kodansha International, 2001

Recommendations

Contingency plan
 
Description
=== EXCEPTIONAL MEASURES SCHEDULED ===
In front of the uncertain and unpredictable evolution of the sanitary alert caused by the *COVID-19, the University of Vigo
establishes an extraordinary planning that will activate in the moment in that the administrations and the own institution
determine it attending to criteria of security, health and responsibility, and guaranteeing the teaching in a no face-to-face
stage or partially face-to-face. These already scheduled measures guarantee, in the moment that was prescriptive, the
development of the teaching of a more agile and effective way when being known in advance (or with a wide *antelación) by
the students and the techers through the tool normalised and institutionalised of the educational guides.

=== ADAPTATION OF THE METHODOLOGIES ===
* educational Methodologies that keep
Resolution of problems of autonomous form

* educational Methodologies that modify
Master lesson: If the teaching is not face-to-face, the educational activity will develop through the Remote Campus and the
platform of teledocencia Faitic.
Collaborative learning: If the teaching is not face-to-face, the educational activity will develop through the Remote Campus
and the platform of teledocencia Faitic.
Practices of laboratory: If the teaching is not face-to-face, the educational activity will develop through the Remote Campus
and the platform of teledocencia Faitic.
Seminar: If there is not face-to-face teaching is not possible to develop this methodology. They will substitute by queries to
the techears through the virtual dispatch of the Remote Campus or emails for advice/develop of activities of the matter and
of the process of learning.

* Mechanism no face-to-face of attention to the students(tutorships)
In all the methodologies posed the personalised attention of the studentes will make through of the virtual dispatch of the
Remote Campus (Room 1252 - Prof. Alfonso Gutierrez Santiago / Room 2067 - Prof. Iván Prieto Lage) and of emails.

* Modifications (if they proceed) of the contents to give
Without modification.

* Additional bibliography to facilitate the car-learning
Without modification. The material that needs the studentes is available in FAITIC.
* Other modifications

=== ADAPTATION OF THE EVALUATION ===
The evaluation remains the same, except for the following aspect:
- In continuous assessment: when teaching is online, the concept of physical attendance will be replaced by online
attendance.
- In the continuous evaluation: when the teaching is mixed, the physical and online presentiality will alternate depending on
the specific situation of each student (if a student's teaching was online, the online presentiality will be requested, if the
classroom teaching was will request physical presence in the classroom).


